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Salvia pratensis, Meadow Clary 

Photograph by Christine Marsh  
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INTRODUCTION 

2020 was, of course, a challenging year for us all and, also, for the work of the Flora 

Guardians. I would like to thank everyone who managed to get out and about and 

have produced reports for this newsletter. For some species the relaxation of 

lockdown came too late in the season but, as you will see below, many people were 

able to achieve a remarkable amount of work.  

The Spring Term Talks managed to miss lockdown by a whisker and three fascinating 

talks were held at the Plant Sciences department. We are grateful to them for allowing 

us use of the Schlich Lecture Theatre.  We had an introduction by John Poland to his 

new book “The Field Guide to Winter Twigs”, Andrew Lack outlined the difficulties 

in understanding “Why do British Milkworts vary so much in colour?” and Oliver 

Pescott offered a look into the future with his talk “Invasive alien plants - where are 

we and what’s on the horizon?” Many thanks go to Tanya Smith for organising such 

an interesting programme. 

In December a workshop was held for Flora Guardians, on Zoom as in-person 

meetings were still not possible. Talks and or presentations were given by several of 

the Flora Guardians. Keith Cohen shared his plans for True Fox-sedge for 2021 

(shelved from 2020), then Kathy Warden explained her work near Aston Upthorpe 

(largely on Pasqueflower) and also at White Horse Hill where she monitors Field 

Fleawort and Frog Orchid. The track where the Early Gentians have been found is 

now closed so is more overgrown. David Morris then told us that the Flat-sedge was 

thriving after some cutting and raking, and about the work he is doing at Big Ashes 

Plantation on a variety of Rosa species. 

Next, Camilla Lambrick explained that Tim Pankhurst from Plantlife is now leading a 

steering group looking at Fen Violet, for which Otmoor is now the only UK site. She 

also talked about the discovery of Copse Bindweed beside the A420 and the new 

species she has undertaken to monitor, Ivy-leaved Crowfoot. Wylie Horn outlined to 

us the problems for Corn Cleavers at Wytham Triangle, Christopher Hoskin updated 

us on the Lizard Orchid north of Kidlington and Judy Webb explained the enormous 

amount of work she has done on Creeping Marshwort, Greater Water-parsnip and 

Narrow-leaved Water-dropwort. Brenda Betteridge gave a presentation on the work in 

2020 of the Wychwood Flora Group, with a particular focus on Downy Woundwort 

and Terry Swainbank ended the morning with a report on his work on Butterfly 

Orchids. There are much fuller reports on the work of these and other Flora Guardians 

in the reports below. I would just like to thank Sue Helm for organising this event and 

the Flora Guardians for their sterling work in sometimes difficult circumstances.  

I would also like to make a plea for any supporters of the Oxfordshire Flora Group to 

think about whether they would like to become more active in their support. We 

would welcome extra members on our committee as there are more jobs than we have 

members, at the moment. We would always welcome people to become Flora 

Guardians as we have a great many more threatened species we would like to take 

under our wing and, finally, we are beginning to establish a new project, focusing on 

Floral Recovery in Oxfordshire,  and looking for volunteers who could help by 

propagating seeds or cuttings in their own gardens. I have added contact addresses at 

the end of the newsletter. 

Sally Abbey, Chair of the OFG 
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THE PLANTS WE MONITOR 

Blysmus compressus   Flat-sedge 

There were two management sessions for Flat-sedge at the site in Marston, one in 

March and a second in November. For the third year running, volunteers mowed and 

raked the bank where the population grows. Flat-sedge continues to thrive and the 

mowing appears to be benefiting other species such as Marsh Valerian and Devil's-bit 

Scabious. 

David Morris 

Carex vulpina   True Fox Sedge 

It was not possible to carry out monitoring this year but plans for monitoring of re-

introductions at three sites, general monitoring at four more and running a half-day 

Awareness and Survey training session are carried forward to 2021. 

Keith Cohen 

Cynoglossum germanicum   Green Hound’s-tongue 

 
Due to Covid-19 restrictions I was only able to visit the site in Knightsbridge Lane, 

near Watlington, for a short time but I saw plenty of plants at the side of the road. 
 

Shirley Leach  

Filago pyramidata   Broad-leaved Cudweed 

On 17 July, three of us visited Span Hill/Flowing Spring Quarry, with permission 

from Coppid Farming Enterprises, to conduct the annual survey of Broad-leaved 

Cudweed. This event has taken place each year since 1997. A transect line was laid 

out across the quarry and 21 1m x 1m quadrats were surveyed along the transect. In 

addition, the immediate surrounds of the quadrats were surveyed as were several 

quadrats outside the others. 

This year a total of 146 plants were counted: 19 in the quadrats along the transect, 19 

in the 50 cm strips around the quadrats, 77 in 6 extra quadrats and a further 31. This 

was the lowest count in the quadrats along the transect since 2009 although the total 

count was not dissimilar to the low counts in 2009, 2013, 2014 and 2016. 79% of the 

plants in the quadrats along the transect line were flowering. All the plants in these 

quadrats were < 2 cm high. Five plants elsewhere were between 3 and 5 cm tall and 

one was 7 cm. Larger plants were found in 2017 and 2019. The low count in 2020 

may be due the long dry spell, when there was almost no rain from early-May to mid-

June, and also due to vandalism. The quarry is sometimes used illegally for partying, 

the perpetrators leaving a lot of litter and often lighting fires. Despite the efforts of the 

owners, the damage was worse than usual this year, possibly because of the Covid-19 

restrictions. At least one fire site was where Broad-leaved Cudweed has been found in 

the past. 
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As noted in previous years, Broad-leaved Cudweed is not usually found where the 

coverage of other vegetation like grass, moss and brambles is high. In the past, it was 

assumed that it needed bare ground with thin soils for germination and growth, but the 

large plants found in 2017 were in amongst more vegetation than usual, as were some 

of the larger plants this year. If the vegetation is very low, Broad-leaved Cudweed 

seems to be able to cope but no plants have been found where the grass is very dense. 

We therefore plan to remove more of the dense grass near where Broad-leaved 

Cudweed grew in 2021.  

Broad-leaved Cudweed is a poor competitor, but it can survive in areas of low 

fertility. Its natural habitat is arable farmland, but it has adapted to other sites, where it 

is not subject to pesticides, fertilizers and too much competition. Span Hill Quarry is 

one of only two sites in Oxfordshire where it has been found in recent years. The 

other site, Buckland Warren SSSI, Carswell Golf Club, was not surveyed this year. 

The last confirmed siting at that site was in 2014. There were only 16 sites listed for 

the UK in the BSBI Atlas 2000 and some of these have since been lost. The Atlas says 

‘Populations vary greatly in size annually’ so the decrease in numbers this year may 

be just natural variation but the dry spell in May and June and the vandalism are also 

likely to be implicated. 

As well as Broad-leaved Cudweed, the rare plants Lesser Centaury Centaurium 

pulchellum, and Wild Candytuft Iberis amara, were found in the quarry.  

Thanks go to Coppid Farming Enterprises for allowing access for monitoring 

purposes and to the volunteers who helped with the monitoring.  

Sally Rankin 

Galium tricornutum   Corn Cleavers at Wytham Triangle 

As a consequence of Covid-19 lockdown measures, nothing much has happened this 

year at the Galium tricornutum re-introduction site. The current situation is that Nigel 

Fisher (Conservator of Wytham Woods) is still tied to the terms of his current 

Countryside Stewardship (CS) agreement. Under its terms he is obliged to flail and 

plough half the site in autumn and half in spring. The autumn flailing and ploughing 

was done in early autumn. Nigel is waiting for a new CS agreement to be agreed in 

January 2021 and is planning to revisit the management of this area when he hears 

from Natural England.  

During the summer, the site was dominated by Wild Parsnip Pastinaca sativa. 

Frances Watkins and I had a physically distanced meeting with Nigel post-lockdown 

at which it was agreed that in future the Triangle site would be managed primarily for 

the other scarce arable plants it contains, and not for Galium tricornutum, given the 

failure to establish a self-sustaining population there previously. This management 

regime is likely to consist of repeated cutting and ploughing to suppress the Wild 

Parsnip growth. It may also involve spraying. (My own preference would be for 

repeated cutting and ploughing over several years to establish if this is a viable 

method of control.)  It was also agreed that Nigel would find an alternative G. 

tricornutum re-introduction site elsewhere in Wytham Woods and that Nigel and I 

would visit Rothamsted Research to seek their advice on the best means of achieving 

a successful re-introduction. Obviously, this is unlikely to happen until summer 2021 

at the earliest. 

Wylie Horn 
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Helosciadium (formerly Apium) repens   Creeping Marshwort 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Photographs 

 by Judy Webb 
 

Creeping Marshwort (a Schedule 8 plant and now with the status raised to Critically 

Endangered in UK) has again had mixed fortunes this year. 2017 was the most recent 

year it really thrived in its usual areas on the south end of Port Meadow (due to mid-

summer rain).  No early visits were possible during the hot and dry spring and early 

summer in 2020. At monitoring in August very few vegetative plants were found (no 

new germinations) and all mature plants were found to be struggling, in competition 

with dense mats of perennials like Creeping Bent-grass, much stimulated by the rainy 

conditions from July onwards. Very few flowers were found, so minimal recruitment 

to the seed bank is expected. This, however, was a better situation than in the last two 

years, when no plants at all were seen at the normal monitoring date in late August. It 

is fortunate that the Port Meadow population has been the source of four introduction 

sites in Oxfordshire where flowering and seeding has been better. The safeguarded 

population (material from Port Meadow) held by Oxford Botanic Garden (OBG) will 

supply plants for further new sites. 

At Willow Walk meadow at North Hinksey (owned by Oxford Preservation Trust) the 

news on the population introduced in 1996 was better.  Early spring visits were not 

possible but the weekly mowing of the population in the central palaeochannel started 

at normal time in early May and continued throughout 2020. The cutting was by large 

rotary mower with cuttings removed, producing a sward only a few cm high and 

reducing competition from grass and other species. This has effectively maintained 

the plants in health after the necessary heavy grazing (by up to 8 horses) ceased in 

2017. The spring drought meant the population had retreated somewhat from the drier 

margins of the channel to the clay-rich centre and plants obviously struggled, growing 

slowly in very dwarf form. Intermittent rains, from the end of June through the 

summer, stimulated recovery and a lot of re-growth with expansion of clumps. 

Flowering and seeding were excellent throughout the summer and early autumn.  The 

Oxford Flood Alleviation Channel (OFAC) which will curve round this field (to the 

north) is delayed for a year by necessary bridge works. Meadows marginal to the 

OFAC may yet provide suitable new sites for introduction of Creeping Marshwort, if 

the necessary year-round heavy grazing by cows or horses can be arranged. 
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Cutteslowe Lower Pond field is a more recent introduction site. Plants were first 

installed in 2017 on the bare, newly scraped marginal shallow, clayey, draw-down 

zone of a large pond dug by the Freshwater Habitats Trust (FHT) in 2003 on 

floodplain meadow land owned by Oxford City Council. Plants were much reduced in 

number when the margin emerged from pond water in May, but there was good 

recovery of survivors despite the heat and drought of May and June; the plants started 

running sideways, flowering and seeding well in a dwarfed form by the end of July.  

Augmentation of this small population with another batch of plants happened in 

August under the grant-funded FHT Saving Oxford’s Wetland Wildlife project. Part 

of this project entailed close mowing of the margin and removal of young willow 

growth, all to make sure the Creeping Marshwort plants did not face strong 

competition in the absence of any grazing. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flowering Creeping 

Marshwort plant at 

Cutteslowe pond, 

27.08.2020.  

 

 

At Milham Ford Nature Park Local Wildlife Site in New Marston,  Creeping 

Marshwort plant portions provided by OBG were first installed in October to the bare, 

clayey, wet margin of a pond in 2019.  Augmentation of this small population, with 

another batch of plants, happened in August under the grant-funded FHT SOWW 

project. This paid for work on removal of marginal vegetation and close mowing to 

reduce competition.  The dry spring caused Creeping Marshwort plants to struggle 

and grow in very dwarf form on dry mud but flowering and seeding was good.  Wetter 

conditions in mid-summer through into the autumn meant good recovery but one of 

the patches was so inundated by raised pond water level that it could not flower and 

seed, though it had survived (but did not grow) under water.  

This year, permission was achieved for a trial introduction to a site near Henley in 

Mill Meadows, a mown floodplain of the Thames near a site Creeping Marshwort had 

been historically recorded. This introduction happened in August and the maintenance 

of the necessary short sward is being undertaken by the local wildlife group. I look 

forward to adding this site to my list for monitoring next August 2021. 

Judy Webb 
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Himantoglossum hircinum   Lizard Orchid 

At the site north of Oxford, two neighbouring Lizard Orchid shoots for 2020 were 

first seen on 20 October 2019. Both shoots produced leaves of similar size this year, 

but as in previous years, only one produced a full rosette and flower spike. The new 

development this year was what appeared to be a third shoot, or possibly a seedling, a 

few inches away from the original plant. I first noticed this on 1 March.  

By 26 May the third shoot had disappeared, the lower leaves of the main rosette had 

died off, and the second shoot was also beginning to die back. The spike was in bud. 

By 1 June most of the flowers were unfurled, and the plant was in full flower on 23 

June. 

 
 

The flowers were withered on 12 July and one pod looked like it was swelling. My 

next visit was on 18 August, by which time the plant was a dead steam, with no 

discernible seed set. Two shoots for 2021 were visible at the base of the stem on 9 

September. The third shoot had reappeared by 20 September, when I trimmed the 

grass in the immediate vicinity of the plant.  

 

  

On 8 November, a fourth 

shoot was seen for the first 

time. At the end of a year 

with little good news, it is 

a source of great 

encouragement to see 

nature preparing for 2021 

 

Report and photographs by Christopher Hoskin 
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Oenanthe silaifolia   Narrow-leaved Water-dropwort 

This species is Near Threatened on the GB Red List, scarce in Oxfordshire, and 

particularly likes wetter areas of floodplain meadows.  It has six current sites in the 

county.  

I regularly visit the small population in Yarnton West Mead (part of Oxford Meadows 

SAC, floodplain of the Thames) where it lives in shallow grassy and sedge-dominated 

paleo-channels and flowers early, from May to June. I live nearby so visited alone on 

8 May, during the drought, when I found more than 80 plants in flower looking 

healthy, but the meadow as a whole was extremely dry and the general sward very 

short.  It is to be hoped midsummer and autumn rain will have prevented deaths of 

this plant.  

This year I also had the opportunity to visit Bestmoor SSSI, which used to be the lot 

hay meadow for the nearby village of Somerton and is a Curlew site in the floodplain 

of the Cherwell River. It should have had a really large population of Narrow-leaved 

Water-dropwort, but it could not be visited until July 19 when plants normally would 

have finished flowering and would be difficult to find. Some were found on this visit 

but many were browned-off and the spring heat and drought must have caused death 

of these plants before seed was mature. Rainy conditions from the end of June through 

July seemed to have caused other plants to re-flower and fresh red fruits were seen 

forming. Evidence of some plants having been dug up was explained to me as the 

result of badger activity, possibly during the drought when they were eating roots.  

There is a possibility of retaining more water on site in future by a degree of ditch-

damming so I look forward to seeing the effect of this on the abundance of this 

species in future.  

Without some such intervention, climate change causing regular dry warm springs 

and a low water table in spring and early summer, will probably mean both Yarnton 

West Mead and Bestmoor become less suitable for this species in future. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fresh fruits of Narrow-

leaved Water-dropwort 

forming on Bestmoor SSSI 

on 19.07.2020  

 

Report and photograph by Judy Webb 
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Platanthera chlorantha   Greater Butterfly-orchid 

 

This is the fourth year of what is becoming a medium term study of a sizeable 

population of Greater Butterfly orchids Platanthera chlorantha in a wood which is 

part of a farm in the Chilterns.   Although the area is quite small, around 500m2, there 

are over 600 plants, making it one of the largest populations of this orchid in 

Oxfordshire. The owner found the plants several years ago and made a rough count of 

flowering spikes each year thereafter.  A more detailed study began in 2017 to gather 

insights into the natural history of the species e.g. population dynamics, population 

structure, lifespan and the influence of climate, and to inform conservation efforts for 

what is becoming an uncommon plant.  It is defined as a ‘near –threatened’ plant on 

the GB red List, but it is ‘not scarce’ in Oxfordshire1, though it is certainly not 

common either.  

The plants grow on both sides of a woodland track, and to prevent depredations by 

roe, fallow and muntjac deer which all occur in the wood, the orchids have been 

fenced off into two enclosures, referred to for convenience as North and South. The 

area of the North enclosure is around 260 m2 and the South enclosure 194m2.  While 

most of the plants are contained in these enclosures, plants have begun to spread 

beyond the fences, particularly to the east of the South enclosure, and these were 

marked and measured in 2020.  In future this area might also be enclosed. 

The orchids are quite heavily shaded by a canopy of beech and ash. The ash, however, 

is suffering from die-back, and the levels of light might therefore be increasing over 

time with an uncertain impact on the orchid population.   One dying ash tree on the 

boundary of the South enclosure, and 3 on the boundary of the North enclosure were 

pollarded in March / April 2020, and others to the east of the South enclosure and 

west of the North enclosure were coppiced.   Temporary tracks were needed in order 

to extract timber.  

 
1 Oxfordshire’s threatened plants – Erskine S.E. et al. 2018 
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New track beyond the southern edge of the South Enclosure 

There is limited ground cover, what there is being made up mainly of brambles Rubus 

fruticosus agg., and noticeably since 2018 in the North enclosure, by heavy growth of 

Dog’s Mercury Mercuralis perennis, Common Nettle Urtica dioica, and Cleavers 

Galium aparine which tend to smother the orchids.  There are young plants of beech 

and ash whilst other associated plants include inter-alia, Yellow Archangel 

Lamiastrum galeobdolon, Primrose Primula vulgaris, Bluebell Hyacinthoides non-

scripta, False Brome Brachypodium sylvaticum, Wood Sedge Carex sylvatica and 

Enchanter’s Nightshade Circaea lutetiana.  Each year in the North enclosure there has 

been a single, large plant of Common Spotted Orchid Dactylorhiza fuchsii, the only 

other orchid species nearby.    The survey of associated plants, though, is not 

comprehensive. 

Other than tree clearance in March/April, the following maintenance actions were 

undertaken. Bramble had been strimmed in November 2019, and the North area was 

strimmed in March. Dog’s Mercury is a considerable problem and was hand-pulled 

early in the season.  Slug pellets were applied in March, but lockdown restrictions 

meant that an April inspection to check on its effectiveness was not possible.   There 

were some losses; for example, one which flowered in each of the three years, 2017-

19 was showing above ground in February but there was no sign at the end of May.   

Nevertheless, snail damage was visibly less than in 2019, and a drought through 

almost the whole of May was probably helpful. To control aggressive plants such as 

Dog’s Mercury, and in desperation, a selective weedkiller containing Triclopyr was 

sprayed in the worst affected areas.   
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South enclosure in early January Compared with early May 

 
 

 

Part of the North enclosure 18 days after weedkiller application 

Comprehensive data was obtained for the South enclosure, where all flowering and 

non-flowering plants were counted and measured.  In the North Enclosure no attempt 

was made to count non–flowering plants because of choking, heavy sward, and for 

this reason even the count of flowering plants may have missed some spikes. 

In the enclosures there were 66 flowering plants with a further 11 flowering plants 

outside bringing the overall total to 77. Snail damage was significant in 2019, and 

whilst there was some recovery in 2020 in the South enclosure (27% increase on 

2019), there was hardly any uplift (just 2%) in the North enclosure, because of the 

increasing sward. 

In the South enclosure the yearly increase in the total number of plants above ground 

continued, with a total of 253 plants, (an increase of 65% since detailed monitoring 

began in 2017) and many more new, juvenile plants (with just a single leaf).   In fact, 

the population structure is changing with fewer flowering plants but more juvenile 

single-leaved plants.   We are getting lots of new plants but they are not developing 

into more robust ones.   The number of flowering plants is half what it was in 2018.  It 

is not obvious why. 
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The extant population in 2017, and the new plants identified in 2018 and 2019 have 

now been followed for 4, 3 and 2 years respectively, from which insights into the 

longevity of plants, and the influencing factors are now beginning to emerge. 

Table 1 

 
 

Note that the flowering plants in one year to the next may not have been the same.   In 

fact only 3 plants flowered in every year.    

Table 2 provides data on the structure of the orchid population for the South 

enclosure, and past data for both enclosures.   The structure is changing as can be seen 

in the following chart: 

Table 2 

 
 

Whilst the total number of plants has increased, the number of flowering plants has 

fallen back both in number and as a proportion of the population.   Plants with two 

leaves have stayed fairly constant in number but as a proportion have fallen.  Juvenile 

plants - many new plants - with just a single leaf, have risen in number and 

proportionately.   The conditions we have therefore seem right for new plant 

germination and emergence, but maybe not for plants to develop the robustness 

needed for flowering.    One reason for the change might be selective snail damage; in 

2019 it seemed to afflict plants in bud more than others, but there may be other factors 

in play.   For instance, it could be due to our habitat maintenance regime.   A third 

possibility is the effect of climate.   There were dry periods post-flowering in both 

2018 and 2019 which might have affected tuber growth, and though a climate dataset 
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(for nearby Benson) has been created with only 4 years of data it is probably too early 

to make telling comparisons of plant numbers, flowering numbers, losses and so on, 

with climate.   

We have now followed the new plants that were marked in 2018 for 3 seasons.  By 

‘new’ we mean there was nothing above ground in 2017, so it could include plants 

that have been there previously but because of dormancy or because they were 

chewed there was nothing to be seen in 2017.  Of the 73 new plants in 2018, 2 

actually flowered and 5 had 2 leaves; they were probably around before 2017.   But 

most, if not all of the 66 plants with just a single leaf were in the strictest sense ‘new’, 

having germinated and developed underground for 2 or maybe 3 years. (We have no 

way of shining a light on the length of this pre-emergence phase, though seed has 

been scattered in pots and we wait to see what happens.) 

The proportion of plants flowering in one year then flowering again in the next is 

subject to annual variability, but over the 3 years 2018 to 2020 in the South enclosure, 

that proportion averaged 36% in the Study section but only 25% in the Track section.   

This big gap in behaviour between the two areas has happened every year.   The Track 

section is more shaded and it might be that tuber development and in turn, robust 

plants are constrained. For all the flowering plants in the south enclosure, we 

measured the height, number of flowers, leaf width and spur length.  Later - in August 

- by counting seed pods we were able to estimate the fruiting success for each plant.  

Average fruit set in most years in the Track section has been lower than in the Study 

section.  Flowers in 2020 were overall smaller in all dimensions than in previous 

years.   No statistical analysis or comparisons with climate have, as yet, been applied 

to the data and another year passed when we were unable provide any observations on 

moth pollination. 

Extracts from a report by Andrew Ingram and Terry Swainbank who also took the 

photographs  

Pulsatilla vulgaris   Pasqueflower 

Due to coronavirus lockdown restrictions in force in April the first monitoring visit of 

the year to the native population in Juniper Valley was delayed until May.  It was 

evident that it had been a good flowering year, following very poor flowering the 

previous season.  The presence of flowers increases the likelihood of locating plants 

in the wider area, outside the exclosure which contains the core population, so it was 

unfortunate that the opportunity had to be missed in a good flowering year.  The usual 

monitoring of the survival of transplants (raised from seed from the Juniper Valley) 

was able to go ahead however later in the year.  In the original exclosure, survival is 

running at around 42% (37 plants, from the augmentation carried out in 1999) in 

addition to the naturally occurring plants in that exclosure.  In the newer exclosure at 

the other end of the valley, planted in 2015, the figure is 62% (33 plants). 
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Monitoring the original Pasqueflower exclosure in 2020; green flags mark the 

position of survivors from the 1999 augmentation exercise. 

 

Maintenance of the sward within the exclosures to provide a suitable condition 

continued to be an issue, however it is hoped that progress will be made on this in the 

coming year. 

Previously recorded locations for another species of interest at Juniper Valley, Burnt 

Orchid Neotinea ustulata, were re-checked in May and early June. No plants were 

found, however, and the appearance of two flowering plants on the eastern slope in 

2017 continues to be the most recent report for the site. 

Report and photographs by Kathy Warden 

Ranunculus hederaceus   Ivy-leaved Crowfoot 

Ivy-leaved Crowfoot is a tiny creeping plant of muddy open sites which is mostly 

found around the coast and in the south-west. It has declined dramatically in 

Oxfordshire. Druce (1927 The flora of Oxfordshire) reported 23 sites that had been 

known for the plant in Vice-county 23 in 1927 but, by the time of the 1998 Flora, it 

was recorded in only four tetrads. 

In 2012 Ivy-leaved Crowfoot was found on Boars Hill, its only current Oxfordshire 

site, but it has been decreasing here too. Recent changes in grazing, from cattle to 

sheep, has enabled the Soft Rush in this seasonal stream to grow over the open areas 

used by the Crowfoot. This year only about 20 very small plants could be found. 

Conservation action has been taken, however. Three plants and several seedlings were 

taken into cultivation by Jim Penny at the Oxford Botanic Garden. Also, a group from 

the Abingdon Green Gym came and dug up rushes from the stream bed, and another 

work party was planned till the Tier 4 Covid-19 restrictions kicked in. 
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The site on                                                                   
the Old Berkley Golf Course, Boars Hill.                                                       

Ivy-leaved Crowfoot in the seasonal stream, 
May 2020 

Report and photographs by Camilla Lambrick 

Rosa agrestis   Small-leaved Sweet-briar 

I have not been able to gain access to Pyrton Hill to survey the Small-leaved Sweet-

briar. However, a rose survey at the Warburg Nature Reserve found a new population 

in Big Ashes, with a strong population of at least 30 bushes, including some large 

ones. It is surprising that the roses had not been previously surveyed at this well-

botanised site, which turned out to have a rich rose flora, including Sherard's Downy-

rose (Rosa sherardii) as well as many hybrids, two of which would be new county 

records if confirmed. 

David Morris 

Salvia pratensis   Meadow Clary 

I made a quick visit on Sunday 24th May to Ardley. Brian Laney had put halos of 

blackthorn cuttings around the patches of Meadow Clary plants on the stopped-up 

layby but I think the rabbits still got in, as none threw up flower spikes. However, the 

original plant on the verge, exposed to the traffic (much reduced this year) was 

flowering its socks off. Brian and I had arranged to meet up to do some scrub 

clearance on the stopped-up verge between Christmas and New Year but, 

unfortunately, this did not happen and then we got locked down again. I am still 

hoping to get up there in the next few weeks and looking forward to doing more visits 

in May and June. 
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Report and photographs by Christine Marsh 

Sium latifolium   Greater Water-parsnip 

This tall wetland perennial umbellifer is GB Red Listed and on the England Red List 

as Endangered and also a Section 41 (UK BAP Priority species). Despite the heat and 

drought of spring and early summer 2020 it did well in its largest population on the 

margins at Hagley Pool ditch part of an SSSI in the Thames floodplain near Wytham. 

In contrast to other ditches which dried right down, water levels remained high in the 

wide ditch where it occupies tall marginal vegetation. The known main two patches 

on the south bank of the ditch flowered abundantly; this side has occasional grazing 

by cows.  FAI farms, who manage the site, have tried a new cutting regime with a flail 

mower for the reed-dominated northern bank of the ditch and this seems to have been 

helpful in reducing competition, such that the small Greater Water-parsnip clump 

there (which had been thought lost in 2019) was found in full flower.  
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Jim Penny of Oxford Botanic Garden studying the flowering clump of Greater 

Water-parsnip that re-appeared on the northern bank of Hagley Pool ditch after 

flailing management by FAI farms, 21.07.2020.  

In Marston, Oxford, the small Greater Water-parsnip population on the edge of a ditch 

in Burnt Mill Meadow (Part LWS) in the floodplain of the Cherwell River again did 

very poorly – only 2 flowering plants by July 20th. The meadow and the ditch dried 

out completely in the hot and dry spring and early summer and the plants struggled 

against competition from tall pond sedges and overshadowing willows. However, 

grant-funded remedial work from the Freshwater Habitats Trust (FHT) ‘Saving 

Oxford’s Wetland Wildlife’ (SOWW) project happened later in the summer. Dense 

sedge growth around the plants and ditch was cut and removed; shading willows were 

re-coppiced. On the now bare banks of the ditch, new seedlings of Greater Water-

parsnip and of Water Violet Hottonia palustris had appeared by mid-September, a 

very encouraging response.  

In the introduction site of a pond at Milham Ford Nature Park in Marston, two plants 

matured, flowered and seeded well.  This year the pond did not dry right down during 

drought, due to the rainy midsummer and autumn.. Grant-funded remedial work from 

the Freshwater Habitats Trust SOWW project happened here in the summer. Work 

involved removal of dense marginal competing vegetation of sedge, water-lily and 

rush and a proportion of the invasive Bulrush Typha latifolia. The stream feeding the 

ponds was segmented into a series of linear pools by low bunds of clay, ensuring 

water holding for longer. Then 8 propagated, well grown Greater Water-parsnip plants  

were installed in a shallow depth of water into these new small ‘stream-ponds’. It will 

be interesting to see how they fare in 2021. 

A trial introduction of Greater Water-parsnip to a pond in a floodplain field next to 

Cutteslowe Park had been carried out in August 2018 into the margins of a pond dug 

some years ago by the Freshwater Habitats Trust.  It is one of several in a currently 

un-grazed meadow next to the Cherwell River. The previous introduction has been 

very successful, the 8 original plants flower and seed extremely well.  This year the 

Freshwater Habitats Trust SOWW project has grant-funded preparation vegetation 

work and an additional introduction of a further 10 well grown Greater Water-parsnip 
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plants in situations around the pond margin adjacent to the original plants and within a 

new deer-exclusion cage. Oxford Botanic Garden (OBG) supplied the plants, grown 

from Wytham Hagley pool ditch seed.  Currently natural hydroseral succession in 

these ponds is controlled by volunteer practical work, but in future a sustainable 

management of grazing is to be hoped for. 

 

 
 

 Ellie Mayhew of FHT and Carl Whitehead of Oxford City Council planting a 

young Greater Water-parsnip plant into a deer-exclusion cage at Cutteslowe 

western-most pond 27.08.2020.  

Greater Water-parsnip plants continue to be propagated in a number of  volunteers’ 

garden ponds, where they are doing well, although no seed has been seen (due to 

single plants being given) vegetative reproduction is observed to be going well with 

many young sprouts from roots.  These can later be harvested and supplied for further 

introductions. 

Report and photographs by Judy Webb 

Stachys germanica  Downy Woundwort 

There is some good news regarding this very rare plant. On one of the sites which Jo 

Dunn used to monitor, where no flowering plants have been seen for many years, 

there has been a good ‘flush’ of flowering plants this year. Thicket removal on the site 

2 years ago must have created the right conditions for Downy Woundwort seeds to 

germinate. The owner has now opened up more of the site with the hope of getting 

more plants. The two colonies, which are on public rights of way, are holding their 

own, thanks to WFG members who arrange for or actively carry out management 

work to enable the plants to continue growing here. Without their intervention, 

starting with Jo Dunn, one wonders if Downy Woundwort would still be found on 

these sites, despite the designation of Site of Special Scientific Interest. 
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Close-up of a seed head (photograph © 

Brian Laney) 

Arranging management to keep the presence of Downy Woundwort on these two sites 

is always a struggle with so many interested parties involved. It seems that ground 

disturbance does not necessarily result in the reappearance of Downy Woundwort as 

no rosettes were found on the other site we monitor even where it had been ploughed 

in the winter. As there are so few sites where Downy Woundwort is now found it has 

been suggested that (1) we open up sites where no Downy Woundwort has been seen 

for a long time in the hope that there is still viable seed in the soil and (2) we find 

suitable sites where a new colony could be started by introducing seeds or plants 

raised from seeds collected from one of the existing colonies. 

Freeboard (Worsham Lane SSSI), Minster Lovell   

At the beginning of May, a vehicle was driven illegally along the Freeboard.     

Fortunately, none of the Downy Woundwort plants was seriously damaged but it does 

show how vulnerable they are. In August, we found 42 plants, all except one, growing 

in five distinct groups in the area rotavated in February 2019. Of the 42 plants found, 

31 were flowering. Six of the flowering stems were broken off. Two of the plants in 

the first group were small, probably the result of being run over. Also, in this group, 

were five large rosettes but there were no new seedlings. Most of the plants were 

short, the tallest being ~75 cm. 
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Looking east along the Freeboard on 26 
June. The area where the hedge was cut 

back and the ground rotavated in 
February 2019 is on the left. Beyond 

this, the hedge nearly reaches the path 
(photograph © Katherine Doughty). 

 

Saltway (LWS and SSSI) 

On the 7 November, Brian Laney found lots of overwintering rosettes of different 

sizes and a good number of plants with seed heads. Some of these plants were 

reshooting growth from their bases. It would be great if these plants go into a third 

year. He hand-pulled long vegetation from all three areas in which the plants are 

growing and hand-removed the worst of the fallen beech leaves. This exposed rosettes 

which had not already been identified. 

These he marked with canes like the 

others he had found previously. In the 

area by the hazel stools he used a trowel 

to remove grass and other vegetation to 

create open ground to encourage Downy 

Woundwort seeds in the soil to 

germinate. The colony is divided into 

three sections. In total there were 73 

rosettes (found in all three sections) and 

11 plants that had flowered and gone to 

seed (found in two sections). Some had 

already dropped their seeds. This winter it 

would be good to get a strip of ground 

along the site disturbed again and 

between the three areas containing the 

Downy Woundwort plants. The grass on 

the SSSI has not been mown and raked 

off this year. 
 

 Plant with seed head with regeneration 

growth at its base. 

Photograph © Brian Laney 
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‘Middle section’ with vegetation 

pulled up to let light in on 44 

rosettes. 

 

Photograph  

© Brian Laney 

 

 

Stony Field (location confidential) 

We were disappointed once again. No Downy Woundwort plants were found – even 

the one rosette we found last year had disappeared and not developed into a flowering 

plant. The ground had been opened up on part of the site last autumn, but the 

vegetation had grown back vigorously leaving very little bare soil and no rosettes 

could be found. 

Genny Early working with the Wychwood Flora Group 

Tephroseris integrifolia   Field Fleawort 

This short-lived perennial of chalk grassland has been recorded at only two 

Oxfordshire locations in recent times, both in VC23.  At Juniper Valley (Aston 

Upthorpe Downs SSSI) the species was recorded in small numbers in the same area of 

the eastern slope in 1979, 2007 and 2009. There had been no subsequent records of 

the plant being re-found in the location, despite regular monitoring, until in 2020 a 

single flowering plant was found in the same area as previously recorded.  The species 

prefers a tightly grazed sward and it is possible that an adjusted grazing regime under 

discussion may stimulate a resurgence of the species. 
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The single plant of Field Fleawort found at Juniper Valley,  

22nd May 2020 

 

 

Field Fleawort plant on 1st June 2020 at Juniper Valley, demonstrating the 

condition of the sward  

The second Oxfordshire location is White Horse Hill, Uffington, where a much more 

numerous population has been recorded since at least the 1970s.  In 2020 sixteen 

flowering plants were found, a significantly lower figure than the estimated annual 

population of 50-100 plants reported by Susan Erskine in “Oxfordshire’s Threatened 

Plants”. However, in an apparently early season many of the flowering stems were in 
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decline at the time of survey (29th May 2020), which may have affected the number 

located. Also Covid restrictions meant that the survey was carried out by the author 

working alone rather than with a number of surveyors covering a wider area. As 

mentioned, the species is benefited by a tightly grazed sward and while at White 

Horse Hill many of the plants are found in short sward next to a well-worn path up to 

the Castle ramparts the distribution also extends into heavier coarse grassland which 

seems likely to have a negative effect on survival and recruitment. 

 

 
 

An indication of the distribution of the plants at White Horse Hill (marked by 

green flags) along the edge of a well-worn path. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Field Fleawort at White Horse Hill, 

close to the transition between short 

and longer sward grassland 
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Three miles as the crow flies from White Horse Hill, in West Berkshire, lies 

BBOWT’s Seven Barrows reserve, another historic site for Field Fleawort.  On a late 

May visit to the site in 2020, however, no plants were found. 

Source of historic records:  TVERC 

Reference   

Oxfordshire’s Threatened Plants: Erskine, S.E., Killick, H.J., Lambrick, C.R. and Lee, 

E.M., 2018 

Report and photographs by Kathy Warden 

Viola stagnina   Fen Violet 

This past year saw little of the usual survey work carried out on the Otmoor 

population except for an attempt to discover the number of plants there. The presence 

of violets was recorded in 524 quadrats on one day in July with the help of the new 

tenant farmer, the RSPB.  This meant that 0.5% of the entire field was covered.  The 

population is estimated to be 6300 (although this comes with an error of 5084!).  Next 

year we hope to refine the survey somewhat but currently we are only able to say that 

there are more than 1000 plants. 

Elsewhere, at Cutteslowe, two plants were found to be fruiting in August while the 

2019 introduction at Wytham flushes was not visited.  In East Anglia, no plants were 

reported from either Wicken or Woodwalton Fens. 

 

 
 

Camilla Lambrick and Phil Cutt. 

Phil Cutt also took the photograph.  

OTHER SPECIES 

Please note that, because of the circumstances in 2021, there are no reports for 

Apium graveolens, Fallopia dumetorum, Hypopitys monotropa or Lythrum 

hyssopifolia. 
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Oxfordshire Flora Group audited accounts: Summary 

Jan to Dec 2020 
   

Balance Sheet £ £ 

Bank Balance at 1 January 2020   6,373.65 

Income from Natural England 4,792.40   

Donations at lectures 134.81   

Frilford Heath Golf Club 0.00   

Refund of half the Zoom sub 71.94   

Total Income for 2020   4,999.15 

Total Balance   11,372.80 

      

Expenditure from 2019 2,569.48   

General Expenditure for 2020 2,332.63   

Total Expenditure for 2020   4,902.11 

Bank Balance at 31 December 2020   6,470.69 

Balance of expenditure over income    97.04 
 

Notes 

The bank balance at 31 December 2020 was £6,470.69 but £254.80 of expenses for 

2020 were paid in 2021. An invoice for £3,374 was raised on 27 February 2021 for 

the work done in 2020/21 on the species that Natural England fund: Helosciadium 

repens (was Apium repens),Viola stagnina, Carex vulpina, Galium tricornutum, 

Stachys germanica, Sium latifolium plus three additional Section 41 species 

(Pulsatilla vulgaris, Tephroseris integrifolia and Neotinea ustulata). £441.25 in the 

OFG account is left over from the publication of Oxfordshire's Threatened Plants, 

Sally Rankin, Treasurer, Oxfordshire Flora Group 
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Committee 

The committee is made up of volunteers. The committee for 2020 and the roles they 

undertook are listed below.  Anyone who feels they can make a significant 

contribution to the running of the OFG and would like to join the committee should 

get in touch with the Chair, Sally Abbey, to find out more. There are also 

opportunities to become Flora Guardians. It is not necessary to be on the committee to 

do this. There are some species and sites on our original list which still need more 

help.  Again, get in touch with Sally Abbey for more information. 

Main Committee members: 

Chair Sally Abbey 

Treasurer Sally Rankin 

Secretary Sally Abbey 

Flora Guardian Co-ordinator David Morris (Also BSBI Vice-county 

23 Recorder) 

Events Organiser Sue Helm 

Newsletter Editor Sally Abbey 

Talks organiser for 2020 Tanya Smith 

Associate Committee members  

 Camilla Lambrick (and OFG librarian) 

 Susan Erskine 

 Phil Cutt 

 Kathy Warden 

 Frances Watkins (and webmaster) 

 Judy Webb 

Hon. Auditor Andrew Churchill Stone (at MercerLewin) 
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PLANS FOR 2021 

Oxfordshire Flora Group 

Numerous field events take place which involve plant monitoring and practical 

conservation work, not all strenuous, such as scrub clearance and scarifying.  There 

are too many to list in this newsletter so please check on the calendar on the 

Oxfordshire Flora Group website which is regularly updated by Frances Watkins and 

can be found at www.anhso-ofg.org.uk. Alternatively, you can email the chairman at 

chairman@anhso-ofg.org.uk  

Clearly any such events could be affected by Covid-19 regulation, so please ensure 

that you let the named organiser know you are intending to join.  

OFG Flora Guardian Co-ordinator and VC23 County Recorder: David Morris 

David Morris can be contacted on david.m.morris1989@gmail.com. He also runs 

surveys in the Oxfordshire area and you can find his blog on 

oxbot.blogspot.co.uk/p/botanical-events.html) and a list of designated dates on the 

OFG calendar. 

Activities run by BSBI were severely curtailed by Covid-19 in 2020. With continuing 

restrictions and the work entailed in producing the 2020 Atlas, large scale projects are 

on hold in 2021. 

Wychwood Flora Group (Formerly Cotswold Rare Plants Group) 

The Wychwood Flora Group is an active group of people with a passion for plants 

whose objective is to look after the wild flowers that are found in the Wychwood 

Project area. We monitor numbers of rare plants annually, for (FHW?) the Evenlode 

Catchment Partnership and others, and undertake management activities where 

necessary. Flora Guardians for each site are nominated, and they liaise with 

landowners with regard to survey dates and access, conduct the survey, record plant 

numbers and note any land management requirements. 

Please contact wychwoodfloragroup@gmail.com if you want to know more. 

Contact addresses 

To talk about joining the committee :  chairman@anhso-ofg.org.uk 

Interested in becoming a Flora Guardian: david.m.morris1989@gmail.com 

Oxfordshire Floral Recovery: s.rankin@btinternet.com 

This newsletter is intended to inform you of the work of the Oxfordshire Flora 

Group and is circulated to members of the Ashmolean Natural History Society of 

Oxfordshire who have expressed an interest in receiving it, our partners, 

landowners we work with and other interested parties. If you don’t think you are 

on our mailing list and would like to be, please email newsletter@anhso-

ofg.org.uk 

Similarly, if you no longer want to receive it, please contact the same email 

address. 

http://www.anhso-ofg.org.uk/
mailto:chairman@anhso-ofg.org.uk
mailto:david.m.morris1989@gmail.com
http://oxbot.blogspot.co.uk/p/botanical-events.html
mailto:wychwoodfloragroup@gmail.com
mailto:chairman@anhso-ofg.org.uk
mailto:david.m.morris1989@gmail.com
mailto:s.rankin@btinternet.com
mailto:newsletter@anhso-ofg.org.uk
mailto:newsletter@anhso-ofg.org.uk
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ABOUT THE OXFORDSHIRE FLORA GROUP 

The Group (formally the Rare Plants Group) is part of the Ashmolean Natural History 

Society of Oxfordshire and works in partnership with many other organisations to 

conserve rare wild plants in Oxfordshire: 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 
 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 


